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Le a r n fr o m th e Yo u n g

Children are naturally drawn to birds.
From the earliest days as infants
through their lively elementary-school
days, kids and birds nicely complement
one another.
When given an opportunity, human
infants begin to notice birds at a very
early age.
Observant parents often catch the eyes
of their infants tracking the overhead
passing of birds. Geese and ducks
make particularly good subjects for
babies’ first experiences with the avian
world, for these large birds are easily
observed at the parks and other
suburban locations. (One family
relayed a story of observing their baby
following the motion of a flying bird:
When the parents looked up to see
what their baby was watching, it turned
out to be a Golden Eagle!)
One early educational tool—baby
sign language—uses birds to help
develop language in infants. This
language relies on simple motions to
convey a meaning: Flapping ones’s
arms communicates the word “bird,”
and “duck” is signed by mimicking

with one’s hand the
quacking head of a
water bird. Young
infants quickly learn
hand signals and
can perform them
more quickly than
they can form their
first words. And
once the miracle of
language comes to a
child, the first
spoken word may
be “bird.”
Kids are naturally attuned to singing
birds, a skill that many adult bird
watchers learn they must rediscover.
The intrusive—and often cacophonous—sounds of everyday life cause
may of us to tune out the sounds of
birds. New adult birders often have a
difficult time picking out specific bird
songs from the background environment—it’s a skill almost as complex as
learning a new language. Furthermore,
kids quickly learn that a
patient approach and
motionless observation
is essential when
pursuing birds in their
backyards. They soon
discover that any sudden
motions frighten the
birds away.
Grade-school kids
may take their early
fascinations with birds
to new levels. The
interest is often
expressed in delightful
drawings of birds free of
pressures of formal
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description.
Youngsters
teach us that
it really isn’t
hard to draw a
bird. They
generally have
a natural, free-handed way of putting
the image of a bird down on paper.
Some children quickly grasp the fun of
birding, often without any coercion
from an adult, even while dragging
oversized adult binoculars around their
necks. Other kids look to share their
interest with their peers by hosting
bird-watching birthday parties!
The lively, colorful, and vocal qualities of birds and the innate curiosity of
a young human mind provide countless
opportunities for discovery. Giving a
child a bird
feeder, field
guides, or binoculars often leads
to a pastime that
lasts a lifetime.
As adults, we
can benefit,
too—we can
rediscover
through
children’s senses
the natural, and
perhaps instinctive, interests we
followed in our
earliest days.

Alpen Optics

SPECIES PROFILE:

Catbird

We love our Gray
Catbirds! Weird really,
because they are not
very “flashy” birds.
They are about the size
of a small cardinal but
a soft gray color instead
of bright red. Look at
them carefully though
and notice their crisp
black cap and their red
rump! Then shut your
eyes and listen! The Catbird is a relative of the Mockingbird and Brown
Thrush and just like them he is a mimic. His song is a compilation of other bird’s songs and sounds he hears. But the
Catbird can’t seem to help himself and simply has to
end his serenades with a catlike MEOW...
Probably what makes us love this simple
looking bird is his energy. Catbirds just can’t
seem to sit still and hop and flutter from branch to
branch looking for bugs to eat. They also really like
fruit. If you want to pull these sulkers out of the
thickets, set out some apples, oranges, grapes or
even jelly.
The Catbirds are only normally here for our summer months, so do take
some time while they are here to get to know them and enjoy them.

Happy Anniversary!

Alpen does it again! Seven years in a
row, winner of the "Great BUY" award
by Outdoor Life Magazine. More than
any optics company
ever! Alpen
binoculars
are a great
value, with
outstanding
quality and the
best warranty in the
business.
"Lifetime, no blame, no fault, no
problem", is their policy. Let us show
you the model that fits your needs best!
We know binoculars.

Did you know...

Did you know that bird watching and
bird feeding are the second
largest hobby in the United
States? Bird watching is
second only to gardening
of hobbies enjoyed by
Americans and when
you consider that when
you are out in your yard
working, you are
probably listening and
enjoying birds at the
same time. You’re in
good company. Stop by
the store and share your
birding experiences. Thank you for
your continued support! Happy birding!

BACKYARD Nature Center celebrates 21 years this month!
It has been our pleasure to help you enjoy your backyard bird feeding. We
greatly appreciate your support and friendship, and in honor of our milestone,
we are offering 21% off your entire purchase!

21% OFF

your entire purchase (one time only)
during the month of August*

*optics excluded; cash and checks preferred

C120801; Expires 8/31/2012. Cannot be combined w/ other offers. Limit one coupon per customer.

Welcome to Wichita Backyards

Here’s what’s happening in
Wichita backyards this time of
the year. Mid summer brings
such a great variety of activity.
The birds are basically done
nesting and all the young birds
are being enticed to the bird
feeders by their parents and they
learn very quickly which feeders
they like and which seed they
like. We have had lots of reports
of a “come back” bird, the House
Finch! Good to see them in large numbers again. For the past couple years, they
have been a little on the scarce side. The male can be very red, plum or even faded
orange while the female has no color other than some
dull striping of soft browns. You’ll see them on the
black oil sunflower and sunflower hearts.
Nuthatches, chickadees and Tufted Titmice are very
busy at peanut feeders in summer as well as Downy
Woodpeckers, Red-bellied Woodpeckers and Hairy
Woodpeckers all are enticed by nuts and sunflower
hearts. Goldfinch will not be in great numbers during
the middle of summer. Their nesting is very late and
they seem to disappear for a while only to return
with most of their bright yellow plumage being
replaced by drab greenish/grey feathers. Still, they are
unmistakable with the black V striping on their tail
feathers. If you have not seen hummingbirds since spring, they may not have been
nesting in your yard. Get ready for migration come late July and August. Have that
nectar fresh and help them put on body weight for the long trip south.

Hummm....
Hummingbirds in
our area?

If you have not seen hummingbirds all summer this is your
big chance. Migration
from further north begins in
late July and continues through
September and early
October. Ruby-throated
Hummingbirds are the only hummer to nest east of the front range but during
migration your possibilities are greater. Broad tail, rufous and caliope are often
spotted and are likely to stop by for a drink at the energy bar
your provide.
The young have fledged and are coming to feeders now
so you will likely have more activity. Keep nectar fresh and
free of food coloring. I change my feeders every
couple days. Generally, putting out a second or
third feeder will bring the best results since our
hummingbirds are very territorial and will run
others off. They don't share well.

Ask Nick & Cathy:

Q: How do I clean my birdbath?
A: If your bath is being
used, then it can get
pretty disgusting (and
empty) in one day.
To clean out the dirt and
poop left behind all you really need to
do is dump the dirty water or blast it
out with the hose, rinse and refill. This
maintenance is most important for the
health of your birds. An all-out sterilization of the bath is not required, just
rinse and refill. Every week or so I use
a scrub brush and give my bath a good
scrubbing. This also keeps down
the algae.
If algae is your concern, that is not
necessarily the birds’ concern. Algae is
a perfectly natural and harmless plant
that won’t harm the birds. However,
most people don’t want a whole garden
of algae in their bird baths. As
mentioned above, a simple scrubbing
once in a while usually keep the algae
in check. Nothing will get rid of algae
permanently short of using nasty chemicals. We do carry an item called Bird
Bath Clear which is natural and safe
for the birds. This product is especially
useful for small ponds or fountains
where is not being replaced daily like
most birdbaths. You can also use
hydrogen peroxide to help knock down
your algae. Just pour in about a quart at
night. By morning
the peroxide will
all have broken
down to oxygen and
water and your algae will
be significantly reduced. If
you can move your bath so
that it does not get direct
sunlight in the afternoon,
that will also help reduce
the amount of algae that
grows. Algae likes warm
water and sunlight.
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STORE HOURS

Return Service Requested

OPEN 7 DAYS WEEK
Monday–Friday: 10 a.m.–6 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m.–5 p.m.
Sunday: 12 noon–4 p.m.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:
WWW.BACKYARDNATURECENTER.COM

Water Ideas

Often people come into the store and ask us how they can attract
robins or waxwings or even hawks to their backyards. They want
to know if there is something they can put out for them. Well, there
is... Water!
Water is something everyone needs and your backyard wildlife
is no exception. And water is such an easy thing to provide.
Honestly, all you need is a shallow dish and you are good to go.
But, if you are going to put water out for your backyard friends,
you might want to dress it up a bit. Birdbaths have come a long
way and now can provide not only water, but they can also pretty
up a backyard.
Consider a few things when picking out a birdbath. Any water source for birds should be fairly shallow, nothing too deep;
they only like to wade! Does it matter what the bath is made of? Not really. You just have to know if the dish
can hold up in freezing temperatures. If not, or if you are not sure, make sure to bring the bath in when the
weather gets cold (or better yet, consider heating it, but that is for our winter newsletter!).
Another thought, when considering putting a birdbath in the yard is where to place it. Under trees will keep the
water cooler and you will have less algae growing but it may get littered by the tree. In the sun is just fine, but you
will have to top it off more often. Our opinion is that your birdbath should be where you can see it well. By
having it where you see it easily, you are more likely to keep it clean and full.
As the summer heat sets in... consider giving your birds a water source. They will thank you with lots of visits!

BACKYARD Nature Center celebrating 21 years! Thank you for your support!

